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ABSTRACT Offshore installations e.g. marine transportation, oil platforms, etc. are strongly depended on
sea conditions. To increase workable time of carrying out these operations, a Stewart platform is installed
on a ship to serve as a motion compensation base and equipment on the base can have the same precision
with those on the land-fixed base. Since movements of the Stewart platform are influenced by persistent ship
motions, they present more complicated dynamical characteristics which make the control issue much more
challenges. In the existing results, the established model does not consider the ship motion disturbances or is
a linearized model, besides, the actuator velocity is also needed. In this paper, a modified control method is
proposed for the ship-mounted Stewart platform. Specifically, the dynamics model considering ship motion
disturbances is established and the influence of ship motions on the Stewart platform is analyzed. Through
the model analysis, a modified motion controller is proposed with utilizing a multiple degrees of freedom
velocity feedforward compensator. Finally, simulations are included to illustrate the effectiveness of the
modified control method by contrast.

INDEX TERMS Motion compensation, ship-mounted Stewart platform, dynamics analysis, multiple degrees
of freedom velocity feedforward.

I. INTRODUCTION
THERE is an increasing development for offshore industry
such as oil platforms, wind turbines and offshore cranes, etc
[1], [2]. For the above applications, loads and personnel have
to be transferred from one ship to another, or between a ship
and solid offshore structures. However, the above offshore
operations are strongly depended on weather and sea condi-
tions, whichmeans lowworking efficiency and economic loss
due to unworkable sea conditions [3]–[5]. e.g., for offshore
crane operations, once the significant wave height reaches 1m
to 1.5m on the Pierson-Moskowitz Sea Spectrum the crane
operations have to be aborted due to undesirable pendulation
of the cargo. Datas have been presented to show that typical
crane ships in the North Sea have an available work time of
no more than half a year. For the assembly and maintenance
of wind turbines, it is required to hoist parts from a ship onto
the fixed base of the wind turbine. Those parts can collide
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with the wind turbine and cause damage due to wave induced
ship motions. To increase workable time of carrying out these
operations, this paper proposes a solution Stewart platform to
address the ship motions and wave induced ship motions can
be compensated for. Then top platform can keep motionless
in the inertial frame by controlling length of actuators and
loads and personnel can be transferred more easily.

A ship at sea experiences some roll, pitch, surge, yaw,
sway and heave motions in rough sea conditions [6], [7],
which makes motion compensation difficult to carry out.
Unlike traditional land-fixed Stewart platform systems, their
bases are equipped on the ship deck, whose motions are
influenced by sea waves and ocean currents, and they work
in a non-inertial frame. This means that, to accurately carry
out marine transportation, it is required to address the ship
motions, which make the system dynamics more complex
and stronger nonlinearity. Hence, traditional control methods
for land-fixed mechanical systems are unapplicable to ship-
mounted Stewart platforms and controller design becomes a
more challenging problem.
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Over the last few decades, control problems for land-
fixed mechanical systems have been extensively investi-
gated, and many ambitious fruits have been reported in the
literature. Fewer results have been reported for mechani-
cal systems operated in the non-inertia frame, due to their
complicated dynamical characteristics, strong nonlinearity
and unexpected disturbances. However, we can still find
some results reported for ship-mounted mechanical systems
(e.g., offshore cranes). Kuchler et al. [8] put forward an active
control approach for single degree of freedom motion com-
pensation system by properly predicting the ship movements.
Many control methods were proposed for the offshore crane
systems to address problems of parametric uncertainties and
persistent ship-induced perturbations, and asymptotic con-
vergence results are obtained [3]–[5], [9], [10]. Compared
with vertical motion compensation systems and offshore
crane systems, the ship-mounted Stewart platforms have
more complicated dynamics and more parametric uncertain-
ties which make the controller design a more difficult task.
Salzmann [11] proposed the idea of using the Stewart plat-
form as a motion compensation system and safety philosophy
and two methods of dimension synthesis were investigated.
Madsen and Kristensen [12] investigated kinematic opti-
mization and design for Stewart platforms with different
configurations with respect to the global condition index
and global manipulability index. Chang et al. [13] investi-
gated compensation space based on the kinematic model.
Wei et al. [14] investigated a method of solving inverse
kinematics based on fuzzy algorithm for a hybrid boarding
system which is a combination of a ship-mounted Stewart
platform and a 3-DOF tandem manipulator, the problem of
kinematical redundant is addressed. Zhao et al. [15] investi-
gated a 6-degree-of-freedom foldable parallel mechanism for
the ship-based stabilized platform, and stiffness and singular-
ity analysis are carried out. Campos et al. [16] investigated
helicopter floating helideck based on Stewart-Gough plat-
form used as an active helideck upon landing on and taking
off from ships or from offshore, a simple kinematics con-
trol method was used. Lie [17] investigated inverse dynam-
ics control for the Ampelmann system to reduce undesired
residual motions of top platform. According to the literature
review above [11]–[17], dimension synthesis of the ship-
mounted Stewart platform has been investigated deeply. But
for the control problem of ship-mounted Stewart platform,
the dynamic models in the existing results do not consider the
influence of the ship motion disturbances or are a linearized
model. In practice, ship motions resulting from sea waves
will unavoidably degrade the control performance or lead
to closed-loop instability. Moreover, existing results need
the actuator velocity for the controller design which cannot
obtain directly. Hence, high-performance control for ship-
mounted Stewart platforms is still an open problem.

In this paper, we investigate stabilization scheme for a
ship-mounted Stewart platform with the unmatched sea wave
disturbances. Specifically, a nonlinear dynamics model is
first set up for the Stewart platform with the influence of

ship motions considered. Through model analysis, a mul-
tiple degrees of freedom velocity feedforward compensator
is proposed. Then, a modified control method based on the
velocity feedforward is developed. Finally, comparative sim-
ulation results are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of
the modified control method.

Specifically, the contributions and novelties of the brief
reside in the following aspects:

(1) Different from the aforementioned models in [17],
the proposed dynamics model for ship-mounted Stewart plat-
forms fully consider the influence of ship motions on Stewart
platform.

(2) The influence of ship motions on the Stewart platform
is first analyzed.
(3) Unlike the existing idea in [16], [17], a multiple

degrees of freedom velocity feedforward compensator is first
proposed.

(4) The modified control method does not need a large
amount of sensor information i.e. velocity and acceleration of
actuators in [17], which facilitates engineering application.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section II, the complete dynamics model of the ship-
mounted Stewart platform is set up. Section III, model analy-
sis and controller design are carried out. Section IV provides
some simulation results to illustrate model analysis results
and performance of the ship-mounted Stewart platform con-
troller, and Section V gives the conclusions of this paper.

Notations. Throughout the paper, Sα and Cα are utilized to
denote functions sin α and cos α, respectively; S(v) denotes a
skew symmetric matrix of vector v, diag (k) is a correspond-
ing diagonal matrix of a vector k.

FIGURE 1. Ship-mounted Stewart platform system.

II. DYNAMICS MODEL OF THE SHIP-MOUNTED
STEWART PLATFORM
A. KINEMATICS ANALYSIS
As shown in Fig.1, a Stewart platform is mounted on a ship’s
deck to keep top platform motionless relative to the inertial
reference frame by changing length of actuators. The ship
motions (roll, pitch, surge, yaw, sway and heave) can be
measured with a motion sensor unit (e.g, Octans III), which
has three accelerometers for detecting surge, sway, and heave
and three rotation rate sensors for measuring roll, pitch, and
yaw. The acceleration signals are double integrated to obtain
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the positions of a ship as feedback signal and the rotation
rate signals are integrated once to obtain the rotations. After
continuously measuring the ship’s position and orientation
with respect to the inertial reference frame, then control the
lengths of actuators to counteract the ship’s movements.

FIGURE 2. Coordinate system and geometric parameters.

In order to reflect the effect of ship motion on the Stew-
art platform, three coordinate frames including the inertial
reference frame {Ob}, the ship coordinate frame {Om} and
the platform coordinate frame {Os} are defined in Fig.2.
In the frame {Om}, the origin of the ship coordinate frame
is the center of a motion sensor unit and the xm-axis points to
the forehead, which is also the forward moving direction of
the ship, whereas the zm-axis is perpendicular to the deck.
Furthermore, to describe the ship position and orientation
with respect to {Ob}, a generalized displacement is defined
as qb = (ψb,θb, ϕb, xb, yb, zb)T. The orientation between
the two frames of {Om} and {Ob} is described by Euler
angles (ψb,θb, ϕb). Additionally, for the translation of the ship
relative to {Ob}, we utilize a vector tm to denote the displace-
ment (xb, yb, zb)T. Therefore, the Euler transformation matrix
between the inertial reference frame and the ship coordinate
frame Rbm can be given by (1), as shown at the bottom of the
page.

Similarly, the origin of the platform coordinate frame {Os}
is the center of the upper gimbal points, with its axis parallel
with the corresponding axis in the frame {Om}. A generalized
displacement is defined by qs = (ψs,θs, ϕs, xs, ys, zs)T to
describe position and orientation of the top platform with
respect to {Om}. The orientation between the two frames
of {Os} and {Om} is described by Euler angles (ψs,θs, ϕs).
For the translation of the top platform relative to {Om},
we utilize a vector ts to denote the displacement (xs, ys, zs)T.

Similarly, the Euler transformation matrix between the plat-
form coordinate system and the ship coordinate system Rms
can also be given out, (2), as shown at the bottom of the page.

The inertial reference frame {Ob} is fixed on the ground,
with the xb-axis parallel with the xm-axis and the zb-axis
parallel with the zm-axis.

Finally, a generalized displacement is defined as q= (ψ,θ ,
ϕ, x, y, z)T to describe the position and orientation top plat-
form with respect to the inertial reference frame, and the
Euler transformation matrix and position vector are R and
t, respectively. Due to the six identical limbs, the follow-
ing analysis focuses on the moving platform and one limb,
and the symbol ‘i’ is omitted in the dynamics model pro-
cess. However, other limbs are considered later in the com-
plete dynamics model. Considering practical applications,
motion compensation system cannot completely compensate
the motion of the ship, top platform will move more or less.
Here the purpose of kinematics analysis is to determine posi-
tions and velocities of each components given generalized
displacements qs, qb. In order to obtain a simpler form of
expression, all vectors are expressed in the ship coordinate
system.

FIGURE 3. One limb of the ship-mounted Stewart Platform.

From Fig. 3, position of gimbal joint ci and di (i = 1, 2. . . 6)
expressed in the ship coordinate system can be given by

c = RTbmtm + c
m (3)

d = RTbmtm + ts + Rmsd
s (4)

where cm is position of gimbal joint ci in the ship coor-
dinate system and ds is position of gimbal joint di in the
platform coordinate frame. Therefore, the actuator length can
be obtained

l =
∥∥ts + Rmsds − cm∥∥ (5)

Rbm =

 cψb · cθb cψb · sθb · sϕb − sψb · cϕb sψb · sϕb + cψb · sθb · cϕb
sψb · cθb cψb · cϕb + sψb · sθb · sϕb sψb · sθb · cϕb − cψb · sϕb
−sθb cθb · sϕb cθb · cϕb

 (1)

Rms =

 cψs · cθs cψs · sθs · sϕs − sψs · cϕs sψs · sϕs + cψs · sθs · cϕs
sψs · cθs cψs · cϕs + sψs · sθs · sϕs sψs · sθs · cϕs − cψs · sϕs
−sθs cθs · sϕs cθs · cϕs

 (2)
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Angular velocity of top platform ωs can be written as

ωs = RTbmωm + ωsm (6)

where ωm denotes the angular velocity of base platform
expressed in the inertial reference frame; ωsm denotes the
angular velocity of top platform relative to base platform
expressed in the ship coordinate frame. Furthermore, (6) can
be written as

ωs =
[
Jωsm,RTbmJωm

]
q̇ = Jωsq̇ (7)

With

Jωm =

 0 − sinψb cosψb cos θb 0 0 0
0 cosψb sinψb cos θb 0 0 0
1 0 − sin θb 0 0 0


Jωsm =

 0 − sinψs cosψs cos θs 0 0 0
0 cosψs sinψs cos θs 0 0 0
1 0 − sin θs 0 0 0

 (8)

where Jωs denotes the Jacobian matrix of the angular velocity
of top platform, and q =

(
qTs , q

T
b

)T .
It is not hard that in the ship coordinate frame, velocity of

gimbal point ci can be written as

vc =
(
RTbmJ tm − S

(
cm
)
RTbmJωm

)
q̇b = Jcbq̇b

= [03×6, Jcb] q̇ (9)

Similarly, velocity of gimbal point di can be given by (10),
as shown at the bottom of the page, where Jtm = Jts =[03×3,
I3×3], and I denotes a 3× 3 unit matrix.

On the other hand, the velocity of gimbal point di can also
be written as

vd = vc + l̇ln + ωa × lln (11)

where ln is a unit vector in the actuator direction, ωa is the
angular velocity of the actuator relative to the inertial refer-
ence frame. Multiplying both sides of (12) with ln, the actua-
tor velocity can be obtained

l̇ == lTn
(
J ts − S

(
Rmsds

)
Jωsm

)
q̇s = J (i, :) q̇s (12)

where J(i, :) denotes the ith row of matrix J. The matrix J
is defined as the system Jacobian matrix. Similar to (11),
the centroid velocity of top platform can be written as (13),
shown at the bottom of the page, where ρs denotes the posi-
tion vector of the centroid of the top platform in the platform
coordinate frame.

In order to obtain angular velocity of the actuator relative to
base platform, we decompose the angular velocity into a com-
ponent perpendicular to the actuator direction and the other
component along the actuator direction. Therefore, angular

velocity of the actuator relative to base platform ωar can be
written as

ωar = ωarv + ωarnln (14)

where ωsav and ωsan denote the component perpendicular to
the actuator direction and the value of the component along
the actuator direction, respectively.

Obviously, the following expressions can be obtained

ωarv =
S (ln) (J ts − S (Rmsds) Jωsm)

l
q̇s = Jarvq̇s (15)

On the other hand, ωar can also be written as [18]

ωar = ωkka + ωjja (16)

where ka and ja denote the direction vectors of two revolute
joints of a universal joint, and ja⊥ ln. Considering (14)-(16),
ωsan can be obtained

ωsan =
hTa (−Jarv)

lTn ha
q̇s (17)

where ha = ka× ja. Therefore, Jacobian matrix of angular
velocity of the actuator relative to base platform can be
resolved as

Jωar = Jωarv +
lnhTa (−Jarv)

lTn ha
= Jωarv + Jωarn (18)

Furthermore, angular velocity of the actuator relative to the
inertial reference frame can be obtained

ωa = ωar + ωm =
[
Jωar ,RTbmJωm

]
q̇ = Jωaq̇ (19)

Ultimately, the centroid velocity of piston rod and cylinder
tube can be obtained

vrc = ([03×6, Jcb]− drcS (ln) Jωa) q̇ = Jrcq̇ (20)

vtc = (Jd + dtcS (ln) Jωa) q̇ = J tcq̇ (21)

where drc denotes the distance between centroid of cylinder
rod and point ci; dtc denotes the distance between centroid of
cylinder tube and point di.
Here we still need to describe the velocity vectors in the

inertial reference frame to obtain dynamics equation based
on Kane method, and they are written as

ωs = [RbmJωsm, Jωm] q̇ = Jωsq̇ (22)

vp = RbmJpq̇ = Jpq̇ (23)

ωa = [RbmJωar , Jωm] q̇ = Jωaq̇ (24)

vrc = RbmJrcq̇ = Jrcq̇ (25)

vtc = RbmJ tcq̇ = J tcq̇ (26)

vd =
[
J ts − S

(
Rmsds

)
Jωsm,RTbmJ tm − S (ts)R

T
bmJωm − S

(
Rmsds

)
RTbmJωm

]
= Jd q̇ (10)

vp =
[
J ts − S

(
Rmsρs

)
Jωsm,RTbmJ tm − S (ts)R

T
bmJωm − S

(
Rmsρs

)
RTbmJωm

]
= Jpq̇ (13)
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In order to carry out acceleration analysis, the time derivative
of two unit vectors need to be given out

l̇n = S (ωar ) ln (27)

ḣa = ka ×
(
ωar × ja

)
(28)

Then, the time derivative of Jacobian matrix Jp can be
obtained in (29), as shown at the bottom of the page, with,
(30) and (31), as shown at the bottom of the page.

The centroid acceleration of top platform can be calculated
with

v̇p = Jpq̈+ J̇pq̇ (32)

The actuator acceleration can be calculated by differentiat-
ing (13)

l̈ = Jq̈s + J̇ q̇s (33)

using, (34), as shown at the bottom of the page.
In order to calculate centroid acceleration of the piston

rod and cylinder tube, differentiating (17)-(19) yields the
following equations, (35)–(39), as shown at the bottom of the
page.

Centroid acceleration of piston rod and cylinder tube can
be given by

v̇rc = J̇rcq̇+ Jrcq̈ (40)

v̇tc = J̇ tcq̇+ J tcq̈ (41)

B. DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
Through the previous kinematics analysis, it can be seen that
velocity Jacobian matrices consist of two parts: one for q̇s
and the other for q̇b; therefore they have a form of [Js, Jb],
e.g. Jp =[Jps, Jpb] and both Jps and Jpb are 3× 6 matrices.

In order to reduce the computational complexity and facili-
tate programming, we establish dynamics model by applying
Kane method. Here the inertia force, the inertia moment
and the gravity as well as the actuation force are projected
into the task space through the Jacobian matrices as the
generalized inertia force and the generalized driving force.
Then, the dynamics equation is established based on the
D’Alembert Theory.

The generalized inertia force of top platform can be given
by, (42), as shown at the bottom of the next page, where
mp denotes the mass of top platform, and Ip = RbmRmsIps
(RbmRms)T, Ips denotes inertia tensor of top platform in the
platform coordinate frame. Similarly, the generalized driving
force of top platform can also be given by

Fpa = JTpsmpg (43)

where g is the gravity vector. It should be noted that driving
forces are not included in the generalized driving force, how-
ever results are presented later in the dynamics equation.

Further, the generalized inertia force of cylinder rod can
be given by, (44), as shown at th bottom of the next page,
where mrc denotes the mass of the cylinder rod; Irc denotes
the inertia tensor of cylinder rod with respect to the inertial
reference frame. At the same time, the generalized driving
force of cylinder rod can also be given by

Frca = JTrcsmrcg (45)

Similarly the generalized inertia force of cylinder tube can be
written as (46), shown at th bottom of the next page.

And the generalized driving force of cylinder tube is

Ftca = JTtcsmtcg (47)

J̇p =

[
−S (ωsm × Rmsρs) Jωsm − S (Rmsρs) J̇ωsm, Ṙ

T
bmJ tm − S

(
ṫs
)
RTbmJωm − S (ts) Ṙ

T
bmJωm−

S (ts)RTbmJ̇ωm − S (ωsm × Rmsρ
s)RTbmJωm − S (Rmsρ

s) Ṙ
T
bmJωm − S (Rmsρ

s)RTbmJ̇ωm

]
(29)

J̇ωm =

 0 −ψ̇b cosψb −ψ̇b sinψb cos θb − θ̇b cosψb sin θb 0 0 0
0 −ψ̇b sinψb ψ̇b cosψb cos θb − θ̇b sinψb sin θb 0 0 0
0 0 −θ̇b cos θb 0 0 0

 (30)

J̇ωsm =

 0 −ψ̇s cosψs −ψ̇s sinψs cos θs − θ̇s cosψs sin θs 0 0 0
0 −ψ̇s sinψs ψ̇s cosψs cos θs − θ̇s sinψs sin θs 0 0 0
0 0 −θ̇s cos θs 0 0 0

 (31)

J̇ = l̇
T
n
(
J ts − S

(
Rmsds

)
Jωsm

)
+ lTn

(
−S

(
ωsm × Rmsds

)
Jωsm − S

(
Rmsds

)
J̇ωsm

)
(34)

J̇arv =

(
lS
(
l̇n
)
− l̇S (ln)

)
(J ts − S (Rmsds) Jωsm)− lS (ln)

(
S (ωsm × Rmsds) Jωsm + S (Rmsds) J̇ωsm

)
l2

(35)

J̇ωarn =
lTn ha

(
−inhTa Jarv − lnḣ

T
a Jarv − lnh

T
a J̇arv

)
−

(
l̇
T
n ha + l

T
n ḣa

)
lnhTa (−Jarv)(

lTn ha
)2 (36)

J̇ωa =
[
J̇ωar , Ṙ

T
bmJωm + R

T
bmJ̇ωm

]
(37)

J̇rc =
([
03×6, J̇cb

]
− drcS

(
l̇n
)
Jωa − drcS (ln) J̇ωa

)
(38)

J̇ tc =
(
J̇d + dtcS

(
l̇n
)
Jωa + dtcS (ln) J̇ωa

)
(39)
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Arranging the above equations, the mass matrix, the Corio-
lis/centripetal effects and gravity term can be obtained. Now,
taking top platform as an example, the mass matrix and
Coriolis /centripetal effects are obtained, respectively

Mps = JTpsmpJps + J
T
ωssIpJωss (48)

Mpb = JTpsmpJpb + J
T
ωssIpJωsb (49)

Cps = JTpsmpJ̇ps + J
T
ωssIpJ̇ωss + J

T
ωssS (ωs) IpJωss (50)

Cpb = JTpsmpJ̇pb + J
T
ωssIpJ̇ωsb + J

T
ωssS (ωs) IpJωsb (51)

Obviously, (49) and (51) indicate effects of shipmotions on
Stewart platform. It should be noted that the above analysis
is aimed at top platform and one limb. When other limbs are
considered, the complete dynamics model can be obtained

M sq̈s + Csq̇s−Gs +Mmq̈b + Cmq̇b = JT f a (52)

where Ms, Cs and Gs denote the generalized mass matrix,
centrifugal force & Coriolis force term and the gravity term,
respectively. fa denotes driving forces of six actuators.
Remark 1:The first two terms on the left side of (52) denote

inertial forces induced by Stewart platformmotions relative to
the ship and the last two terms denote inertial forces induced
by ship motions (disturbance forces). The influence of ship
motions on the Stewart platform will be investigated in the
latter section.
Remark 2: The Jacobian matrix J in (13) indicates that ship

motions do not influence the singularity of Stewart platform.
However, (52) shows that ship motions will influence the
static force in practical application.
Property 1: For a real ship-mounted Stewart platform,

ship motions can be conveniently measured by such motion
sensors as Octans III equipped on the ship, then q̇b, q̇b, q̈b can
be obtained in real time and q̇b, q̇b, q̈b ∈ L∞.

III. MODEL ANALYSIS AND THE MODIFIED CONTROLLER
A. INFLUENCE FACTORS OF THE SHIP MOTIONS
Model in (52) indicates that the influence of ship motions on
the Stewart platform contains the inertial forces. In addition,
ship motions strongly affect the gravitational force term Gs,
since the pose of the Stewart platform changes with Rbm and
tm. Now, influence factors [19-22] are utilized to quantita-
tively measure the effects of the ship motions on (52) in the
compensation space.

1) Influence of the acceleration of ship motions In this end,
we transformed (52) in the following form

M tsq̈s + C tsq̇s−Gt +M tmq̈b + C tmq̇b = τ a (53)

with Mts = J−T Ms, Mtm = J−T Mm, Cts = J−TCs,
Gts = J−TGs. Then, influence factors for the acceleration of
the ship is defined as

Kas = max (|M ts (k, k)|) (54)

Kam = max (|M tm (k, k)|) (55)

where, k = 1,. . . ,6. Obviously, the factors Kas and Kam are
the maximum value of the magnitudes of the actuator forces
due to the unit acceleration of the ship.

2) Influence of the velocity of ship motions In the same
way, the influence factors for the velocity of the ship is
defined as

Kvs = max
(
max

(∣∣C tsλ
′
k

∣∣)) (56)

Kvm = max (max (|C tmλk |)) (57)

where, λk is the unit velocity vector of the ship and λ′k can
be calculated using (69)-(72). The physical meaning of Kvs
and Kvm can be interpreted as the maximum value of the
maximum magnitude of the actuator forces due to a unit
velocity of the ship.

3) Influence on the gravity term Pose of the ship affects the
gravity term, hence the influence factor is defined as

Kg = max (|Gt |) (58)

The above factors depend on the pose of the ship. Moreover,
the subscript m in Kam and Kvm represents the effects of the
ship motions on the inverse dynamics. When motion com-
pensation is achieved, (53)-(58) can be calculated using
(69)-(72). Hence, when the Stewart platform is at a pose with
higher Kas, Kvs, Kam, Kvm, it requires larger actuator forces to
maintain its pose.

B. MULTIPLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM VELOCITY
FEEDFORWARD COMPENSATOR
Model in (52) fully describes the influence of ship motions
on the Stewart platform, however, qs is not the generalized
position of top platform relative to inertial reference frame.
Hence, we rewrite the model as the following form before
implementing model analysis

Mqq̈+ Cq ˙q− Gq +Mbq̈b + Cbq̇b = JT f a = AJT pL (59)

FIp = −J
T
psmp

(
Jpsq̈s + Jpbq̈b + J̇pbq̇b + J̇psq̇s

)
−JTωss

(
Ip
(
Jωsbq̈b + Jωssq̈s + J̇ωssq̇s + J̇ωsbq̇b

)
+ S (ωs) Ip

(
Jωssq̇s + Jωsbq̇b

))
(42)

FIrc = −J
T
rcsmrc

(
Jrcbq̈b + Jrcsq̈s + J̇rcbq̇b + J̇rcsq̇s

)
−JTωas

(
Irc
(
Jωabq̈b + Jωasq̈s + J̇ωabq̇b + J̇ωasq̇s

)
+ S (ωa) Irc

(
Jωasq̇s + Jωabq̇b

))
(44)

FItc = −J
T
tcsmtc

(
J tcbq̈b + Jrcsq̈s + J̇ tcbq̇b + J̇ tcsq̇s

)
−JTωas

(
I tc
(

Jωabq̈b + Jωasq̈s + J̇ωabq̇b + J̇ωasq̇s
)
+ S (ωa) I tc

(
Jωasq̇s + Jωabq̇b

))
(46)
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with

q̇ = Hq̇b + Tq̇s (60)

where, pL denotes the load pressure of the six hydraulic
actuators. Since the above model is only utilized to carry
out the theoretical analysis, we do not need to give specific
formulates of variable symbolsMq, Cq,Gq,Mb, Cb,H and T.
Compared with those fixed-base Stewart platforms, model in
(59) presents stronger coupling. To facilitate the subsequent
analysis, (59) is linearized at neutral position, and we utilize
the same symbols with (59) to present the linearized model.
Although the developed model cannot describe the entire
behavior of the ship-mounted Stewart platform accurately,
it is sufficient to generate certain control idea for the stabi-
lization problem.

Since the frequencies of ship motion disturbances are
mainly concentrated between 0.1 to 0.25 Hz, the top platform
and base platform velocities remain relative low so that Cqq̇
and Cbq̇b can be ignored based on the subsequent analysis.
Moreover, the main effect of the gravity term Gq is the static
performance, i.e., steady-state error. Hence, in the following
analysis, these terms are put aside.

In this study, the hydraulic actuators are chosen as for
active control of the ship-mounted Stewart platform. The
model of hydraulic actuator has been investigated widely,
here, we utilize the model in [23]

ṗL =
4βe
Vt

(kqu− Al̇ − kcspL) (61)

where, βe is the oil bulk modulus, kq is the load pressure,
u denotes input voltages of servo valves, kce is the leakage
coefficient, Vt and A is total compressed volume and effective
area of the hydraulic actuator, respectively.

FIGURE 4. Block diagram of control system.

To present the frequency characteristics of the control sys-
tem, a proportional control gain is utilized as position feed-
back and block diagram of control system is shown in Fig.4.

FIGURE 5. Schematic of the electrohydraulic actuator.

Furthermore, we take ship motions as the input signal
and top platform motions as the output signal. Combining
(13), (59), (60) and (61) and utilizing the Laplace-transform,
the frequency characteristics from the input to the output can
be obtained in (62), as shown at the bottom of the page, where,
s0 denotes the Laplace operator. If the proportional control
gain u=- KPq is chosen, then (62) can be rewritten as (63),
shown at the bottom of the page.

It should be noted that as for hydraulic system, the term
kce+ s0Vt /(4βe) in (63) is approximately equal to 0, hence,
it can be ignored. Equation (63) indicates that base motion
velocity is the dominating factor contributing to platform
motion. And, we cannot control base motions, hence we need
to design a control law tomake the amplitude of the frequency
characteristics as small as possible in the desired frequency
range. Now, we modified the control gain u in (62) as
um =-KPq-AJT−1Hs0qb/ kq, equation (63) is reduced to,
(64), as shown at the bottom of the page.

We can see that if the polynomial equation on the left side
of (64) is stable, the amplitude of the frequency characteris-
tics is approximately equal to 0. Obviously, the last term in um
denotes a velocity feedforward compensator. Furthermore,
we note that the term is the forced flow due to ship motions.
In addition, we can also see that natural frequency is a signif-
icant index to guarantee stability of the polynomial equation
and obtain better control performance. Namely, the higher
it is, the larger the chosen KP can be and the better control
performance can obtain. Also, we can see that the integrator
is a preferable choice to suppress the steady state error.

In the actual system, we should consider the nonlinear
model in Stewart platform and hydraulic systems. Moreover,
pose of top platform cannot be measured directly, we have to
control the length of actuators to reach our target based on the
measured ship motions and length of actuators. Herein, the

((
Vt
4βe

s0 + kce

)
Mqs20 + A

2JT JT−1s0

)
q = AkqJTu+ A2JT JT−1Hs0qb −

(
Vt
4βe

s0 + kce

)
Mbs20qb (62)((

Vt
4βe

s0 + kce

)
Mqs20 + A

2JT JT−1s0 + AkqJTKp

)
q = A2JT JT−1Hs0qb −

(
Vt
4βe

s0 + kce

)
Mbs20qb (63)((

Vt
4βe

s0 + kce

)
Mqs20 + A

2JT JT−1s0 + AkqJTKP

)
q = −

(
Vt
4βe

s0 + kce

)
Mbs20qb (64)
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dynamics model of ship-mounted Stewart platform in the
joint space is utilized and written as

M l l̈ + C l l̇ − Gl +Mpq̈b + Cpq̇b = f a (65)

with M l = J−TM sJ−1, C l = J−TCsJ−1 −
J−TM sJ−1J̇J

−1
, Gl = J−TGs, Mp = J−TMm, Cp =

J−TCm. As for the drive system in each limb, the schematic
diagram is shown in Fig. 5. To facilitate the theoretical
analysis, assume that servo valve is the ideal, critical-center
asymmetric valve. The ratio of area gradients of the spool
ports is w2/w1 = w3/w4 = m0. The sub-indexes 1 and 2 refer,
respectively, to the rodless chamber and the rod chamber
of a piston, V1 = V10+ A1y0 and V2 = V20 − A2y0 are
volumes of the chambers with V10 and V20 corresponding
to their initial values, and assume that V10 ≈ V20 holds.
p1 and p2 are the chambers pressures, q1 and q2 are the flow
rates through ports of the chambers, A1 and A2 are the ram
areas of the two chambers, the area ratio of the asymmetric
piston is A2 = A1 = n0, pL = p1 - n0p2 is the load pressure,
and y is the displacement of the piston, ps denotes the supply
pressure of a pump. Herein, the valve dynamics is neglected
due to the low frequency range of wave spectrum and the
actuator dynamics can be written as

ṗL =
βe
(
1+ n20

)
V10

(
K0f

(
p̄L
)
u− A1 l̇ − CtcpL

)
(66)

whereK0 = m0QN /
(
VN
√
ps/3.5/

(
n30 + m

2
0

))
is a constant,

QN is the rated flow of servo valves, VN is the rated voltage
of servo valves, βe is the oil bulk modulus, and Ctc is the
equivalent leakage coefficient, u denotes input voltages of
servo valves. Detailed derivations of the above equation are
given in [24].

Based on the above analysis of velocity feedforward
compensator, the forced flow due to ship motions can be
calculated with

Qb = A1
[
LTn (cm × Ln)T

] [ RT
bm

03×3
03×3 RT

bm

] [
ωm
ṫm

]
= A1Jvvm (67)

where, vm is the velocity of motion sensor expressed in the
Om. Furthermore, considering the nonlinearity of servo-valve
flow, the multiple degrees of freedom velocity feedforward
compensator is proposed as

um = A1
(
K0f

(
p̄L
))−1 Jvvm (68)

C. THE MODIFIED CONTROLLER
The previously mentioned, we have to control the length
of actuators to keep top platform motionless in the inertial
reference frame. Hence, we need to determine motion tra-
jectory of top platform with respect to base platform given
measured ship motions obtained from motion sensor. They
can be calculated with the following equations

θs = arcsin (−Rbm (1, 3)) (69)

ϕs = arcsin (Rbm (2, 3) / cos θs) (70)

ψs = arcsin (Rbm (1, 2) / cos θs) (71)

ts = RTbm
(
tbs − tm

)
(72)

where Rbm(i; j) denotes the element in the ith row and jth

column of the matrix Rbm, tbs denotes position vector ts in
the inertial reference frame when the Stewart platform is
at neutral position. With utilizing (5), desired length of the
actuators can be calculated with

ld = ts + Rmsds − cm (73)

Furthermore, the desired unit vector in the actuator direction
lnd can also be obtained and it can be utilized in controller
design. As a result, the control objective of motion com-
pensation is to make actual length of the actuators track
desired length as closely as possible in spite of time-varying
disturbances.

Considering the previous multiple degrees of freedom
velocity feedforward compensator, the actuator dynamics
(66) can be rewritten as

ṗL = βe
(
1+ n20

) (
uc − CtcpL

)
/V10 (74)

To stabilize (74), an inner loop controller is designed as

uc = Kpcp̃L (75)

where Kpc is a positive definite diagonal matrix of controller
gain, p̃L = pLd−pL and pLd results from the outer controller.
Furthermore, the outer loop controller is designed as

pLd =
(
−Gl +Mpq̈b

+Cpq̇b + Kp (ld − l)+ K I

∫
(ld − l) dt

)
/A1 (76)

where Kp and KI are positive definite diagonal matrix of
controller gain. And input voltages of servo valves can be
summarized as

u =
(
K0f

(
p̄L
))−1 Kpcp̃L + A1

(
K0f

(
p̄L
))−1 Jvvm (77)

Then, substituting (76) and (77) into (65) and (66), the con-
clusion that (ld − l) ∈ L∞ can be obtained easily based on
the error model.

In conclusion, the modified control method is illustrated
in Fig.6.
Remark 3: Note that (77) includes the control input u on

both sides of the equation since the controller input u is in
the function f

(
p̄L
)
, hence (77) cannot be obtained directly.

Herein, the modified control law u is given out

u =
(
K0f

(
p̄L ,ub

))−1 ub (78)

ub = Kpcp̃L + A1Jvvm (79)

Remark 4:Control method in [17], actuator velocity cannot
be obtained directly and the influence of ship motions on the
Stewart platform is not considered. Control method in [16],
it is a kinematics control method based on the PID controller,
it has a strict requirement on the frequency characteristics of
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TABLE 1. Parameters of the ship-mounted Stewart platform.

FIGURE 6. Block diagram of the modified control method.

the system, i.e. higher natural frequency is needed. Unlike the
above control methods, the modified control method needs
the velocity of motion sensor vm which can be obtained from
the motion sensor. Moreover, disturbance forces are fully
considered and included in the outer loop controller.
Remark 5: There is a problem that calculating the Jacobian

matrix Jv in multiple degrees of freedom velocity feed-
forward compensator needs kinematics forward solution.
Herein, we utilize the above vector lnd to avoid the process
instead of ln. This is a controller simplification process.
Remark 6: To ensure the integrity of modeling theory,

the multi-rigid-body dynamic model is established. However,
as for the controller design, only top platform or load is
needed to be included in the dynamics model since the most
significant masses and inertias are top platform or load.
Remark 7: In the actuator model (see (66)), the term −A1 l̇

is omitted in (74). Although the actuator velocity contains
the two components: one induced by motions of base plat-
form or the ship l̇b and the other one induced by motions of
top platform l̇p, in practice, the main component is still gen-
erated by motions of base platform for a good ship-mounted
Stewart platform. In other words, the velocity term in (66) is
compensated for with minor error.
Remark 8: Based on Remark 7, a preferable choice is to

utilize l̇b to replace the actuator velocity. Then the disturbance
forces compensation can be achieved using the replacement,
similar control performance can be obtained. This is also a
controller simplification process.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE SIMULATION
To present the influence of ship motions on the Stewart plat-
form, we investigate the distribution of the influence factors
Kas, Kvs, Kam, Kvm and Kg, which are nonlinear functions
of qb. In practical applications, since horizontal motions of a
ship are usually controlled by a dynamic positioning system,
the main components of the ship motions are roll, pitch and
heave. Hence, the factors about θb, ϕb and zb are calculated
when motion compensation is achieved, i.e. top platform
keep motionless. The main parameters of the ship-mounted
Stewart platform are listed in Table 1.

FIGURE 7. Distribution of Kvs/Kas.

Considering different dimensions of translational and rota-
tional motion, for the ship, a translation with a unit linear
velocity or acceleration is input while 0.4 of a unit veloc-
ity or acceleration is input for the rotational motion since
a unit rotation velocity is too large for the wave induced
ship motions. Now, we investigate the influence of veloc-
ity and acceleration term on the inverse dynamics and the
result is shown in Fig.7 when the pose of the ship are
xb = yb = zb = 0 and ψb = 0.
As shown in Fig.7, the distribution shows that the max-

imum value of Kvs/Kas is 0.135 and the minimum value is
0.08 when the Stewart platform is at neutral position. This
indicates that the acceleration term M sq̈s has a more signif-
icant impact on actuator force compared with the velocity
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term Csq̇s. In other words, in the subsequent model analysis,
the term Csq̇s can be ignored. The same conclusion can
be obtained for the term Cmq̇b although the distribution of
Kvb/Kab is not given out.
Furthermore, we investigate the influence of ship motions

on the gravitational term. The result is shown in Fig.8 when
the pose of the ship are xb = yb = 0 and ψb = 0.

FIGURE 8. Distribution of Kg.

As shown in Fig.8, the distribution of Kg shows as the
base platform moves closer to the top platform (zb becomes
smaller), the Stewart platform requires larger actuator forces
to maintain the pose and the added value is about 2500N.
It can be seen that the Euler angles θb and ϕb also have effect
on the inverse dynamics and the difference between the max-
imum and the minimum is about 7000N. Hence, compared
to the Euler angles, the displacement zb has relatively minor
influence on the gravitational force term.

FIGURE 9. Influence of acceleration term: (a) distribution of Kas /Kg and
(b) distribution of Kam /Kg.

Finally, we investigate the influence of acceleration
terms on the inverse dynamics and the results are shown
in Fig.9 when the pose of the ship are xb = yb = 0 and
ψb = 0.
As shown in Fig.9, the gravitational force term has a

significant impact on the actuator forces compared with the
acceleration termM sq̈s andMmq̈b, however, the acceleration
terms cannot be ignored. And the acceleration term M sq̈s
has a similar effect on the dynamics model with Mmq̈b.
Specially, as the base platform moves closer to the top plat-
form (zb becomes smaller), the acceleration term has smaller
effect on actuator forces.

B. CONTROL SYSTEM SIMULATION
In this subsection, simulations are provided to further verify
the effectiveness of the modified control method. A dynamics
simulator is built in the MATLAB/Simulink environment in
which the motion sensor (e.g. Octans III) gives motions of
base platform to the controller. The actuator stroke range
is assigned to be from -0.41m to +0.44m and the other
parameters of the ship-mounted Stewart platform are still
listed in Table 1.

The initial pose of top platform in the attached reference
frame Om are set as

qs = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−h]T (80)

qm = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T (81)

To my knowledge, there are not many results about stabi-
lization problem of ship-mounted Stewart platform, Hence,
in this study, three control methods are compared: 1) Control
method in [16] i.e. PID controller with pressure feedback A
PID controller with pressure feedback is tested for compari-
son. The control law upi is

upi = Kp (ld − l)+ K I

∫
(ld − l) dt − KdppL (82)

After sufficient tuning, a group of controller parameters are
selected as Kp = diag {100; 100; 100; 100; 100; 100}
KI = diag {70; 70; 70; 70; 70; 70}, Kdp = 1 × 10−7.
2) Control method in [17] i.e. Inverse dynamics control
An inverse dynamics controller is tested for comparison.

The outer loop control law uolc is

uolc = Kp (ld − l)− JTGs0/A1 (83)

where,Gs0 denotes the gravity vector at neutral position. The
inner loop control law uilc is

u = Kpcp̃L + A1
(
K0f

(
p̄L
))−1 l̇ (84)

A group of controller parameters are selected as
Kp = diag {5 × 106; 5 × 106; 5 × 106; 5 × 106; 5 × 106;

5 × 106},
Kpc = diag {4 × 10−7; 4 × 10−7; 4 × 10−7; 4 × 10−7;

4 × 10−7; 4 × 10−7}.
3) The modified controller
The control parameters are set as
Kp = diag {4.8 × 106; 4.8 × 106; 4.8 × 106; 4.8 × 106;

4.8 × 106; 4.8 × 106},
KI = diag {3 × 106; 3 × 106; 3 × 106; 3 × 106; 3 × 106;

3 × 106},
Kpc = diag {4× 10−11; 4× 10−11; 4× 10−11; 4× 10−11;

4 × 10−11; 4 × 10−11}.
On the consideration that the control object is to keep

the top platform motionless relative to the inertial reference
frame all the time, thus the pose deviation in the inertial
reference frame is used as motion compensation error to
evaluate control system performance, and the error is also
motion response of top platform to ship motion-induced per-
turbations. For fair comparison, all control parameters are
fixed for different motion disturbance cases.
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Since the ship-mounted Stewart platform can compensate
for the full degrees of freedom motions of a ship, single
degree of freedom motion simulations and multi-degree of
freedom motion simulations are carried out to verify control
performance of the proposed controller. Firstly, single degree
of freedom motions obtained from the motion sensor are
given for the heave disturbance motion and roll motion dis-
turbance, respectively. Since the frequencies of ship motion
disturbances are mainly concentrated between 0.1 to 0.25 Hz,
motions (heave and roll) are assumed to be equal to
sin(·)-waves

zb = 0.4 sin (2πωdist) (85)

ϕb = 13 sin (2πωdist) (86)

propagating with a variable frequency, starting with
ωdis = 0 and ending with ωdis = 0.3 Hz as shown in Fig.10.

FIGURE 10. Single degree of freedom motion simulations: (a) ship heave
motion disturbance and (b) ship roll motion disturbance.

FIGURE 11. Position and orientation deviation of top platform:
(a) Position deviation in the z-direction with ship heave motion
disturbance. (b) Orientation deviation in the Rx direction with ship roll
motion disturbance, (c) Position deviation in the y-direction with ship roll
motion disturbance and (d) Position deviation in the z-direction with ship
roll motion disturbance.

For the single degree of freedom motion simulations,
Fig.11(a) shows the z-direction response of top platform to
the heave motion disturbance and Fig.11(b)-(d) present the
rotation, y-direction and z-direction response of top platform

to the roll motion disturbance using different controllers, i.e.,
PI controller, the inverse dynamics controller and the mod-
ified controller. When ship roll motion disturbance is input,
existing control strategy i.e. PI controller is unstable. In addi-
tion, parasitic motions in y and z-direction are presented with
red lines in Fig.11(c) and (d). Maximum values are 0.44m
and 0.05m, respectively. Comparing purple with black lines
in Fig.11, we can see that the modified controller has better
performance and its maximum motion compensation error is
4mm, 0.16deg, 2.5mm, 0 in the subfigures, while maximum
compensation error of inverse dynamics controller is 18mm,
0.46deg, 11.5mm, 4.8mm. Then, we mainly compare control
performance of inverse dynamics controller and the modified
controller.

Besides the above single degree of freedom simulations,
3 degrees of freedom simulations (heave, roll and pitch) are
carried out. Herein, we select sinusoidal signals with a fixed
amplitude and frequency in this case. The ship motion distur-
bances are chosen as zb = 0.2sin(2π t/8), ϕb = 8sin(2π t/10)
and θb = 5sin(2π t/5).

FIGURE 12. Results of 3 degrees of freedom simulation: (a) Orientation
deviation in the Rx-direction, (b) Orientation deviation in the Ry-direction,
(c) Orientation deviation in the Rz-direction and (d) Position deviation in
the x-direction, (e) Position deviation in the y-direction, (f) Position
deviation in the z-direction.

Fig.12 shows 6 degrees of freedom motion responses of
top platform to 3 degrees of freedom motion disturbances.
Red lines in Fig.12 shows that maximum values of parasitic
motions in the x, y and z-direction are 170mm, 273mm
and 215mm. Compared with black and purple lines in the
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subplots, maximum values of motion responses in 6 degrees
of freedom are 0.1deg, 0.13deg, 0.02deg, 3.5mm, 3mm and
6mm using the inverse dynamics controller and the maximum
values are 0.03deg, 0.04deg, 0, 1.1mm, 1.3mm and 0.8mm
using the modified controller. Obviously, the modified con-
troller has better control performance.

In addition to the above simulations, the ship-mounted
Stewart platform is utilized in the field of ocean engineer-
ing. Hence, random signals generated by wave spectrum
are utilized to test convergence properties of the proposed
controller. Simulated signals of ship motion-induced per-
turbations (heave and roll motion disturbances) are gener-
ated by using stochastic wave motion theory based on the
JONSWAP spectrum with the help of the Marine System
Simulator (MSS) toolbox for MATLAB ([25], [26]). The two
parameters of the wave spectrum are defined by the peak
period Tp and the significant wave heightHs. Considering the
limited stroke lengths of actuators, the two parameters are set
as Tp = 5s and Hs = 0.6m. And the random signals for heave
and roll motion disturbances are shown in Fig.13.

FIGURE 13. Random signal inputs: (a) ship heave motion disturbance and
(b) ship roll motion disturbance.

FIGURE 14. Simulation results for the random signals: (a) Position
deviation in the z-direction with ship heave motion disturbance.
(b) Orientation deviation in the Rx-direction with ship roll motion
disturbance, (c) Position deviation in the y-direction with ship roll motion
disturbance and (d) Position deviation in the z-direction with ship roll
motion disturbance.

For the above random signal inputs, Fig.14(a) shows the
z-direction response for the heave motion disturbance and

Fig.14(b)-(d) present the rotation, y-direction and z-direction
response for the roll motion disturbance. By contrast, with-
out retuning the control parameters, the same conclusion is
reached and the modified controller (purple lines) maintains
excellent control performance which is consistent with the
previous conclusions. And the above simulation results indi-
cate satisfactory performance of themodified control method.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a modified control method has been proposed
for the ship-mounted Stewart platform for wave compensa-
tion. The control method consists of velocity feedforward
loop and motion control loop. Specifically, the dynamics
model considering the influence of ship motions on the Stew-
art platform is established and the influence of ship motions
on the Stewart platform is analyzed. Then, through the model
analysis, a multiple degrees of freedom velocity feedforward
compensator is proposed. Furthermore, a modified motion
controller including inner loop feedback controller and the
outer loop position controller is developed. Model analysis
results indicate that the gravitational force term has a sig-
nificant impact on the actuator forces compared with inertial
forces and that inertial forces coming from velocity terms can
be ignored. Finally, simulations are included to illustrate the
effectiveness of the modified control method by contrast.
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